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The "Roseanne"-less spinoff series deals with her absence through Dan's grieving process, even as the franchise takes
a deep dive into political waters again.

This was a really powerful episode of "The Conners" in how it took a deep dive into how personal grief can
be, and how everyone has to process it differently. It also gave us a glimpse of how the post- "Roseanne"
series could still get political. Honestly, they probably should have had a little faith in the show and given fans
a one-hour premiere block featuring both episodes, as this one felt pretty out of place coming fourth in the
season. View Story On top of that, it comes after a two-week hiatus, making it like watching the premiere all
over again. Was the idea to remind viewers after the break that this is still a post-"Roseanne" world? Trust us,
we remember. The sparring match between Jackie Laurie Metcalf and Roseanne was one of the most
polarizing of the "Roseanne" Season 10 premiere, so how would the show carry on without that very loud
voice of opposition? Would it return to the unabashedly liberal "Roseanne" of its original run, or would it lean
as far as Jackie did in that premiere? It turns out the answer is neither. While Roseanne and Jackie fought on
opposite sides of Trump, they nevertheless loved one another to the point they were able to look past their
differences. She was always beautifully obtuse, oblivious to her own shallow weaknesses and character flaws,
but Jackie was on full display this week in helping Mark Ames McNamara conduct a political poll to see how
people voted. Only rather than be impartial, as she reminded him he needed to be, Jackie got worked up over
every single person that passed. As Jackie and a Republican shouted at one another, "Fake News" is rampant
on both sides of the aisle. The key is to calm the rhetoric and take heated emotion out of politics. It takes
reasoned discourse and the common ground of basic humanity to achieve that. Now somebody tell Jackie that.
John Goodman was a towering presence in this episode, beautifully playing the restrained grief of a man adrift
at sea with no idea how or where to drop his anchor. The loss was etched in every line on his face, and it spoke
volumes that he even went to a grief meeting to try and work through it. In that meeting, Dan showed the
typical impatience and selfishness that is reasonable for someone freshly grieving such a loss. In those first
moments, nothing is as big as your loss, your experiences, your feelings of helplessness, emptiness. That
helplessness came through when he finally decided to speak out of fear that he might otherwise have to show
up for the next two decades feeling the way he does right now. There is no right way to grieve and no right
way to learn how to move on. This was the catharsis he needed. And even though he seemed to reject them
and push them away at every turn, the constant love and support from his family throughout this helped carry
him until he found his way to what worked for him. No one should have to suffer alone. But there needs to be
a little nuance to her personality beyond Jesus. This is the girl we all have history with as DJ refused to kiss
her for a school play when they were both kids and the Conners had to realize their own issues with race. This
is a character with a rich history as part of this family, and representing a pivotal moment in their
development. Is it too much to ask for a third dimension to her character. We did appreciate the Conners all
going to church with her to help encourage Mary Jayden Rey to re-embrace the religious world. They all seem
a little afraid of Geena. It was a thing of such mass and beauty it might prove even too much for a Royal
wedding! Email TooFab editors at tips toofab.
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2: 'The Conners' Gets Political Again as Dan Finally Processes Loss of Roseanne | www.enganchecubano
Melania Trump gave her first speech on the campaign trail, but it appears to be far too little, too late. The tone-deaf
address she delivered in Berwyn, Pennsylvania, on Thursday showed why she is.

Please do not plagiarize. If you use a direct quote from our website please cite your reference and provide a
link back to the source. Guilford County, North Carolina Date: He died, , October In , he applied for
membership in her meeting house and was accepted. In , they moved to North Carolina with other Quaker
families. In , they returned to Virginia. In , they settled in Philadelphia. She died at home of Mary Jackson, in
October Her paternal great-great grandfather John Fleming was born in Scotland in , immigrated to and died
in Virginia in Her paternal great-great-great grandfather John Payne was born in in England and immigrated
to and died in Virginia in Her paternal great-great-great grandparents Cornelius Dabney born, and Susanna
Swan born, were born in France and immigrated to and died in Virginia. Birth Order and siblings: Payne born
in , death date unknown. Supreme Court Associate Justice. Her sister Anna was married to Richard Cutts, U.
Born into the Quaker faith, but expelled after her marriage to non-Quaker James Madison; attended
Episcopalian services, and was confirmed in that faith in , July 15 at St. Two sons; John Payne Todd, ,
William Isaac Todd, , died at three months old, the same day as his father. In an attempt to give Payne a sense
of purpose, his step-father sent him as part of the American diplomatic mission which negotiated the Treaty of
Ghent and ended the War of However, he left the delegation and made his way across Europe, beginning a
lifelong addiction to gambling and alcohol. While James Madison was alive, he kept from Dolley Madison the
huge debts run up by her son. After she was widowed, however, Dolley Madison was confronted with the
financial ruin created by her son, eventually sending her to the brink of poverty. None Occupation after
Marriage: Although she assumed the traditional role of wife and housekeeper following her first marriage,
Dolley Todd also had the assistance of her younger sister Anna, who lived with her and there is suggestion
that she was of help to John Todd in his legal work. At those receptions and dinners which the widowed
President felt necessitated a female co-host, he asked Dolley Madison to aide him. While she was not a
presidential wife or in any way given an official designation, her exposure to the political and diplomatic
figures who were guests of the President, as well as to the general public who came to meet him, provided her
with a lengthy experience as a White House hostess. Notably, she also took a large public role in the
fundraising effort that supported the exploration of the Louisiana Territory by explorers Lewis and Clark.
These eight years of fore-knowledge and opportunity to consciously create her own public persona were the
crucial factor that enabled her to shape what was only a marital relationship to the President into a genuine
public role that was soon called "Presidentress" by some chroniclers. Presidential Campaign and Inauguration:
During the election, however, there was an attempt by Federalist newspapers in Baltimore and Boston that
implied Mrs. Madison had been intimate with President Jefferson as a way of attacking her character. Her
popularity prevailed during the election. The event began at 7 p. Dressed in a buff-colored velvet gown,
wearing pearls and large plumes in a turban, Mrs. Madison made a dramatic impression. Although she did not
join in the dancing, her sister Anna Cutts " opened " that portion of the program. This would establish her as
the standard against which all her successors would be held, well into the midth century. This persona was
specifically created to serve the political fortunes of not only the President, but also of the United States. She
would steer conversation with political figures, including their spouses, in a way that revealed their positions
on issues facing the Madison Administration, or sought to convince them to consider the viewpoint of her
husband. She fortified her role of hostess by the visual effect of both the executive mansion and her own
person, redecorating the public rooms in a style grand enough to impress foreign diplomats and dressing in a
regal, yet simple manner. She used her clothing style to make herself visibly distinct and define her own
public identity, most notably by her trademark turban. Her ebullient personality, although often masking
deep-seated worry, had the effect of relaxing her guests, regardless of their political views. Dolley Madison
also exercised political influence by utilizing all the acceptable forms of behavior for women at the time,
through correspondence, entertaining and cultivating personal alliances with the spouses of important political
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figures. On numerous occasions, she sought to place supporters, friends and family members into official
government positions. Dolley Madison was the first First Lady to formally associate herself with a specific
public project; as a fundraiser, supporter and board member, she helped to found a Washington,D. She also
befriended nuns from a local Catholic school and began a lifelong association with the organization. To a
degree larger than even Martha Washington, with whom the public had been familiar since the American
Revolution Dolley Madison became a genuinely public celebrity. Her legend was made lasting, however, by
her conscious act of symbolic patriotism in the hours preceding the burning of Washington by British troops
during the War of She famously refused to leave the White House before being assured that the large portrait
of George Washington was removed from the walls and taken safely away from potential destruction or
defacing by the encroaching enemy. Undocumented legend contends that Dolley Madison sponsored an
egg-rolling contest for children on or near the lawn of the nearly-completed Capitol Building, although it was
at the time not yet landscaped. Another claim, which has persisted, but for which there is no documentation,
credits Dolley Madison with convincing the President to permit Washingtonian Francis Scott Key to board a
truce ship in an effort to seek the freedom of a captured friend. Moreover, that when he did so, he witnessed
the firing on Fort McHenry and wrote the poem which became the Star Spangled Banner. Finally, there is the
suggestion that it was Dolley Madison who urged both the President and Congress to keep Washington as the
capitol city, rather than permit it to be returned to Philadelphia. Contemporary accounts do record her rage at
the British for burning her favorite city and she did resume her entertaining as a symbol of rebirth in
Washington, in the two buildings that she and the President occupied in the capital for the duration of his
Administration. Dolley Madison is also widely credited, largely through legend, for popularizing the dessert of
ice cream. It is established that she was unlikely the first to serve it at the White House. While it was with
great regret that Dolley Madison left Washington, D. At Montpelier, Dolley Madison took an increased role as
the predominant family member, caring for her increasingly infirm husband, while managing household
improvements, the cultivation of foods by enslaved people which made the plantations self-sufficient, and
welcoming both distinguished visitors and strangers who called there. During their post-presidential years, she
also aided her husband in the organization and preparation for public release of the papers he used in drafting
the U. Following his death and the increasing burden of vast debt accumulated by her irresponsible son, she
was forced to sell their Virginia properties, including the Madison plantation Montpelier. In , she returned
permanently to Washington,D. She was also awarded an honorary seat in Congress, permitting her to watch
congressional debates from the floor, where members sat at their desks. She was, in addition, the first private
citizen to transmit a message via telegraph, an honor given her by its inventor Samuel F. Even as a former
First Lady, Dolley Madison continued to influence the evolving public role played by a presidential wife or
official hostess. Tyler, her daughter-in-law Priscilla Cooper Tyler, all drew upon Mrs. Her last public
appearance was on the arm of President James K. Polk at his last White House reception. She maintained a
close personal friendship with former First Lady Louisa Adams, also then living in Washington. As one who
knew personally figures like Washington and Jefferson, Dolley Madison became a symbol of the Founding
Era as the nation moved into the antebellum period. She would often be called on to recollect the lives of the
founders and her personal collection of portraits, autograph letters and other associated objects became
something of a private museum. She was also nevertheless insistent on having her own role during the War of
remembered. Only in the latter 20th century would questions be raised about the validity of her specific
account of how the Washington portrait was saved. The original letter in which she claimed to write her sister
a detailed telling of her patriotic acts as they were unfolding in was somehow lost. It was her effort to
reconstruct her alleged recollections some three decades later after the fact which remains the primary basis
for the claim.
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3: Democrats | husband and wife | political correctness
jimedmonds15 Let's try this again. I am so PROUD of my wife. This beautiful woman is charging through life on her own
terms. Please go read her blog at www.enganchecubano.com and see what news she has for you all today.

Can you give me your number? My dad is Ed McMahon. I was like, yeah, right. And it gave me national
exposure. Throughout her career, she has taken on an eclectic range of roles: It was meant to bring up the
subject as it is in the consciousness of so many today. She announced that she would donate 1 million dollars
for aid in the rescue efforts and encouraged other celebrities and citizens alike to "give till it hurts". Her
passion for protecting children has led her to be outspoken on issues affecting them, including world affairs
and adoption. Jones later confirmed that surgery was involved. I was like, really? She stated, "Left the first
wife, had an affair. Sometimes I get flooded. This led to a series of heated exchanges with co-host Hasselbeck,
as well as "the most-discussed moment of her professional life. Who are the terrorists? The executive producer
and I did not gel. Kathy Griffin also appeared, where she read some of the questions. Barker was a frequent
guest on her talk show and told reporters that she "would make a fine host. The film is based on the E. Frank
book of the same name. The show debuted on October 10, , to generally positive reviews. The final show aired
on OWN on March 29, In a statement, Oprah Winfrey said: I thank Rosie from the bottom of my heart for
joining me on this journey. She has been an incredible partner, working to deliver the best possible show every
single day. As I have learned in the last 15 months, a new network launch is always a challenge and ratings
grow over time as you continue to gather an audience. I loved working with Oprah in the amazing city of
Chicago. I was welcomed with open arms and will never forget the kindness of all I encountered. It was a
great year for meâ€”I wish the show was able to attract more viewersâ€”but it did not. So I am headed back to
my home in New Yorkâ€”with gratitude. Deadline called the cameo "a bit that already seems dated. In April ,
Roseanne For President! Other ventures Main article: In the September issue, she shared that "she has
struggled with depression her entire life" and decided to start medications when she realized her fears were
affecting her family. The trial received considerable press coverage. If they keep lying, they get it again". A
sequel titled Kids are Punny 2: The book reached number two on The New York Times bestseller list. People
who had never met another gay family met other families and it was powerful. She hired Charles Busch to
re-write the book , and the story became "bitchier" and more focused on the rise to fame of the character based
on Boy George. Although she also cited the need to put a face to gays and lesbians, her primary reason was to
bring attention to the gay adoption issue. She protested against adoption agencies, particularly in Florida, that
refused adoptive rights to gay and lesbian parents. She told Sawyer if that was done, "I would like to talk
about my life and how the case pertains to me. I never said I wanted to blow him. The exact quote was: Parker
is an aficionado of military history and, in , successfully lobbied his mother to send him to Valley Forge
Military Academy. Her decision to go to San Francisco to marry Carpenter was seen as a show of defiance
against then- U. Bush over his support for the Federal Marriage Amendment. She said in , "We were both
inspired to come here after the sitting President made the vile and hateful comments he made As a result,
everything that I said to Kelli, every letter that I wrote her, every e-mail, every correspondence and
conversation was entered into the record I am now and will forever be a total proponent of gay marriage. Their
official union had ended in August when their marriage was among the thousands annulled by the California
Supreme Court, making divorce unnecessary. Bush was to blame for the infection, saying that she was
preparing to go on a fishing trip at the time in order to avoid seeing Bush on television during the
then-ongoing Republican National Convention. She says an artery was 99 percent blocked and a stent was
inserted.
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4: The Trump Campaign Failed Melania â€” and Not Just Because of the Plagiarism
First lady Eleanor Roosevelt (), wife of Franklin D. Roosevelt (), the U.S. president from to , was a leader in her own right
and involved in numerous humanitarian.

After the removal of Persian rule in B. Besides dealing with problems abroad, Cleopatra VII had to overcome
an Egyptian society that did not accept females as sole rulers without male guidance. Although the name
Cleopatra has been used by many Egyptian Queens, Cleopatra VII, by far is the most remembered
overshadowing her predecessors with her political savvy, beauty and romantic life. Cleopatra VII was born in
69 B. Cleopatra, only eighteen at the age of her ascension had to wed her brother and co-ruler due to Egyptian
law, which called for any female ruler to have a consort who was either a brother or son. Ptolemy XII was
only twelve at the time and Cleopatra took full advantage of the age difference and situation she had been
thrust into. Cleopatra devised a plan to meet Julius Caesar on her own terms seeking a political alliance and a
return to the throne. She had herself wrapped inside a rolled rug which was smuggled into Alexandria and
delivered to Caesar. When the rug was opened, Cleopatra rolled out and immediately charmed Caesar. Within
that same evening, Cleopatra seduced Caesar, who was married, and became his lover, but more importantly
linked herself with the Roman Empire. Caesar returned Cleopatra to her throne, and she then married her
youngest brother Ptolemy XIV who was only eleven years of age. Once again Cleopatra would use her charm
and cunning to integrate herself with a powerful man who was part of a powerful empire. Antony would
commit suicide by stabbing himself and soon after Cleopatra committed suicide by being bitten by an asp, an
Egyptian cobra. She was thirty nine years old at the time of her death and was buried beside Antony. Cleopatra
was the last Pharaoh of Egypt and there have been some controversies in regards to her life. Although most
evidence points to her ethnicity as being Greek, there are those who believe she was from black African
descent, even though there is little proof of that. Questions have also risen about her beauty, which has been
possibly exaggerated by Hollywood motion pictures. Historically, Cleopatra will be remembered as a woman
who seized any opportunity that was placed in front of her. Cleopatra used any means necessary to accomplish
her goals and to protect her beloved state of Egypt. Although her use of seduction in regards to her
relationships with Cesar and Antony have become legendary to mainstream society, one must not forget the
social and political limitations she hurdled to maintain her position as Pharaoh of Egypt. Last of the Pharaohs.
This website provides some basic background information on Cleopatra VII. Although the information is
somewhat limited, there is a brief but informative synopsis of her life beginning with her birth, her rule of
Egypt, her relationships with Caesar and Antony, and her death. There are portraits of Cleopatra as well as a
picture of a statue of Caesar. This site was last updated in June of , and it is a good starting point for a student
looking for basic information on Cleopatra. The site involves women from all countries and eras, and the
subjects can be found by profession or alphabetically. This site is one large link page and connects the
researcher to other web sites for a listed individual. The Cleopatra VII page provides basic biographical
information that should be used as a starting point for future research on the Egyptian Queen. Translated by
David Lorton. Cornell University Press, This secondary source attempts to eliminate many of the myths
surrounding Cleopatra VII. This source provides some solid background information and can help any
researcher trying to dissect facts and myths such as her ethnicity, beauty, and political ambitions. Egypt in the
Age of Cleopatra. Charveau, also the author of Cleopatra: This work provides a genealogical table of the
Ptolemaic Dynasty and maps of Egypt. Although this source does not provide much biographical information
on Cleopatra, it would satisfy a researcher interested in her impact on Egyptian society. Daughter of the
Pharaoh. The World of Royalty. Written by Cinderella, a history lover who will not give her real name, this
site provides a very detailed biography of Cleopatra VII as well as numerous links to other sources of
information. The author breaks down these links into sections such as; books, plays, movies and
documentaries about Cleopatra. This site also has pages devoted to the History of Egypt as a well as Caesar.
The Last of the Great Macedonian Monarchs. This site was created by the friends of Macedonia to showcase
the Macedonian culture. There is information on the history, language, and religion of the Macedonian people.
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The portion of the site dedicated to Cleopatra VII provides a thorough biography which provides all the basic
information on the seductress of Rome. Simon and Schuster, His work on Cleopatra tends to focus on her
relationships with Caser and Antony. Grant believes Cleopatra is unjustly criticized as being a seductress of
Rome and should be admired for doing anything necessary for Egypt. He depicts Cleopatra as a ruler who was
at the mercy of the Roman Empire which led to her romantic involvement with both men. This secondary
source provides solid information for any researcher investigating the romantic life of Cleopatra. Stories of
Egyptian Mystery and Magic. This site created by Joan James is titled after an interactive character that goes
on adventures in Egypt. This site enables you to read along with these adventures of mystery and magic.
Although this site offers everything from Egyptian vacations to interactive learning, it does provide
biographies of famous Egyptians including Cleopatra. The biography of Cleopatra is similar to most found on
the web, it contains basic background information, but the best part of the Cleopatra link is a portrait painted
by Winfred Brunton. Lahanas, a physicist, created this website to showcase his Greek heritage along with
Greek historical figures and topics that interest him. Although this site contains references to scientific topics
particularity in the field of physics there are some historical links. The Cleopatra site provides basic
information on the Egyptian Queen and also provides links to some unconventional Cleopatra websites which
deal with topics such as her beauty and costume wear. One plus of this site is the lists of resources Lahanas
makes available. He lists literature, films, television specials, and art which showcase Cleopatra. Coward,
McCann and Geoghegan, Lindsay, a historian and author of over one hundred books, provides a biography
that concentrates on the goals, desires and achievements of Cleopatra. The author describes Cleopatra as the
quintessential woman who used her charm to induce both Caesar and Antony. This secondary source
investigates her Mediterranean heritage and refutes the idea that she came from black African decent. This
work is an excellent resource for biographical information on Cleopatra, and it has a vast amount of
information and avoids focusing too much on one aspect of her life. This site provides a historical background
of ancient Egypt with pages dedicated to specific topics such as Cleopatra. The Cleopatra page has a bust of
her from 50 B. This biography contains information on her ancestors as well as the children she gave birth to.
There is also a link to a web page dedicated to Cleopatra and Hollywood, which provides photographs of the
actresses who portrayed Cleopatra. I would recommend this site for anyone interested in ancient Egypt. This
article also gives a brief description of Cleopatra and discusses such topics as her Greek heritage, her
relationships with Caesar and Marc Antony, and her death. A Study in Politics and Propaganda. Elek Books
Limited, Egypt is described as a country that had a legitimate fear with the shadow of Rome hovering over it.
From History to Myth. This article focuses on the reign of Cleopatra as Queen of Egypt and the historical
significance of her rule. It also provides biographical information as well as the negative depiction of
Cleopatra in Rome as a cunning seductress. The article also contains a picture of a bronze etching portraying
her as a Hellenistic Greek Queen. Weigell, the former Inspector General of Antiquities for the government of
Egypt provides an impartial view on Cleopatra offering both the good and the bad of the former Queen of
Egypt. The author shows Cleopatra as both a politician and a person who at times could be brilliant and
charming, but also cunning and ruthless. Like most books on Cleopatra, her relationships with Caesar and
Marc Antony are highlighted. This secondary source provides numerous maps and portraits, but offers no
bibliography. Although Weigell was an expert in the study of Egypt, the lack of a bibliography calls for
caution in regards to this work.
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5: Tammy Moorer trial: Wife allegedly gave husband tattoo punishment for Heather Elvis affair
Please try again later. Published on Nov 12, My Wife made a livestream on facebook because she was sick of people
attacking her for switching her political views along with past family issues.

Visit Website Did you know? He ordered his agents to monitor Roosevelt and keep what became an extensive
file on her. Roosevelt, an awkward, serious child, was educated by private tutors until age 15, when she was
sent to Allenswood Academy, a school for girls in England. The two had met as children and became
reacquainted after Eleanor returned from school in England. Franklin and Eleanor had six children, five of
whom survived to adulthood: Anna , James , Elliott , Franklin Jr. Three years later, he was appointed assistant
secretary of the U. Navy, a position he held until , when he made an unsuccessful run for the U. In , Franklin
Roosevelt was diagnosed with polio, which left him paralyzed from the waist down. Six years later, Roosevelt
was elected to the White House. Eleanor Roosevelt as First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt was initially reluctant to
step into the role of first lady, fearful about losing her hard-won autonomy and knowing she would have to
give up her Todhunter teaching job and other activities and organizations she cared about. The Roosevelts
entered the White House in the midst of the Great Depression which began in and lasted approximately a
decade , and the president and Congress soon implemented a series of economic recovery initiatives known as
the New Deal. She was an early champion of civil rights for African Americans, as well as an advocate for
women, American workers, the poor and young people. She also supported government-funded programs for
artists and writers. Roosevelt encouraged her husband to appoint more women to federal positions, and she
held hundreds of press conferences for female reporters only at a time when women were typically barred
from White House press conferences. She used the column to share information about her activities and
communicate her positions on a wide range of social and political issues. The Roosevelts had one of the most
notable political partnerships in American history, as well as a complex personal relationship. Early on in their
marriage, in , Eleanor discovered her husband was having an affair with her social secretary, Lucy Mercer
Eleanor offered Franklin a divorce; however, he chose to stay in the marriage for various reasons, including
the fact that divorce carried a social stigma and would have hurt his political career. Although Franklin
Roosevelt agreed never to see Mercer again, the two resumed contact, and she was with the president in Warm
Springs, Georgia , when he died from a cerebral hemorrhage on April 12, , at age The previous November,
Roosevelt had been elected to an unprecedented fourth term as president. There was speculation she would run
for public office; instead, she chose to remain highly active as a private citizen. From to , Roosevelt served as
a U. Roosevelt considered the document, which continues to serve as a model for how people and nations
should treat each other, one of her most significant achievements. From until her death the following year,
Roosevelt headed the first Presidential Commission on the Status of Women, at the request of President John
Kennedy Roosevelt remained involved in Democratic Party activities during her post-White House years,
campaigning for candidates around the country. Additionally, she hosted radio programs and a television news
show, and continued to write her newspaper column and give lectures. Over the course of her life, Roosevelt
wrote 27 books and more than 8, columns. Death Eleanor Roosevelt died at age 78 on November 7, , in New
York City, from aplastic anemia, tuberculosis and heart failure. Her funeral was attended by President
Kennedy and former presidents Harry Truman and Dwight Eisenhower She was buried next to her husband
on the grounds of the Roosevelt estate in Hyde Park. Start your free trial today.
6: Dolley Madison Biography :: National First Ladies' Library
A girl I work with and her wife are both on FB, they always refer to each other as "my wife". They've been together for
ages, but only recently were able to marry, and I wouldn't want to be the one who has to tell them they have to stop
using the terms for each other that they've only so recently been granted the right to adopt.
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Hillary Clinton's Arkansas friends reveal a woman wanting to win on her own terms Hillary Clinton has yet again found
herself face great political career in her own right and he was in.

8: Hillary Clinton - Wikipedia
"I went home and my wife said, 'Don't attack her,'" Mr. Molinaro said, adding that his wife was educated, competent and
intent on not being a political pawn. "She doesn't want to be.

9: The Good Wife - Show News, Reviews, Recaps and Photos - www.enganchecubano.com
Cleopatra devised a plan to meet Julius Caesar on her own terms seeking a political alliance and a return to the throne.
She had herself wrapped inside a rolled rug which was smuggled into Alexandria and delivered to Caesar.
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